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A method for the front end 
•  MATE Architecture Tradespace Exploration 
•  A process for understanding complex solutions to complex problems 
•  ICE Integrated Concurrent Engineering 
•  Rapid Conceptual/Preliminary Design Method 











From Ulrich & Eppinger, Product Design and 
Development, 1995  
Phases of  Product Development 
Most relevant to processes  
in these phases"
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•  Understand the 
Mission 
•  Create a list of 
“Attributes” 
•  Interview the 
Customer 
•  Create Utility Curves 
•  Develop the design 
vector and system 
model 















Developing A Trade Space 
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What is an Architecture Trade 
Space? 
Number of Architectures Explored: 50488	
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Each point is 
a specific 
architecture 
Assessment of the utility and cost of a large  
space of possible system architectures 
X-TOS"
•  Small low-altitude 
science mission"
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Using the Trade Space to Evaluate 
Point Designs 
Designs from traditional process"
From Jilla, 2002 
TPF"
•  Terrestrial Planet 
Finder - a large 
astronomy system"





•  Images vs. cost"
[Beichman et al, 1999]"
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Using Architecture Models to 
Understand Policy Impacts  
B-TOS Case Study:  Probability of Success Impact of 1994 U.S. Space Transportation Policy
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100% of B-TOS architectures have cost 
increase under restrictive launch policy 
for a minimum cost decision maker"
98% of B-TOS architectures 
have increased launch 
probability of success under 
restrictive launch policy for a 
minimum cost decision 
maker"
   Restri tive launch policy!








•  Swarm of small sats. 
doing observation"
•  Utility for multiple 
missions"
From Weigel, 2002 
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Cost 9.64 9.70 






Cost 4.25 4.28 
Pd 0.997 0.998 
 
TechSat"
•  Constellation of 
satellites doing 
obs vation of moving 
objects on the ground"
•  Uncertainties driven 
by instrument 
performance/cost"
From Walton, 2002 
[Martin, 2000]"
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Assessing Robustness and 
Adaptability 
•  Pareto front shows trade-off of accuracy and cost 
•  Determined by number of satellites in swarm 
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Questioning User Desires 
•  Best low-cost mission do only one job well 
•  More expensive, higher performance missions require more 
vehicles 
•  Higher-cost systems can do multiple missions 















•  Several different 
missions"

































Understanding Limiting  
Physical or Mission constraints 












•  Lines show 
increasing fuel 
mass fraction"
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Integrated Concurrent Engineering 
(ICE) 
•  ICE techniques from Caltech and JPL 
•  Linked analytical tools with human experts in the loop 
•  Very rapid design iterations 
•  Result is conceptual design at more detailed level than 
seen in architecture studies 
•  Allows understanding and exploration of design 
alternatives 
•  A reality check on the architecture studies - can the 
vehicles called for be built, on budget, with available 
technologies? 
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“Chairs” consist of 
computer tool AND 
human expert 





between tools and 
server 
Key system 
attributes passed to 
MATE chair, helps to 
drive design session 
•  Directed Design Sessions 
allow very fast 
production of preliminary 
designs 
•  Traditionally, design to 
requirements 
•  Integration with MATE 
allows utility of designs 
to be assessed real time 
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SPACETUG Tug Family  
(designed in a day) 
Bipropellant Cryogenic 
Electric – One way Electric – Return Trip 
Wet Mass: 11689 kg Wet Mass: 6238 kg 
Wet Mass: 997 kg Wet Mass: 1112 kg 
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Minimum efficiency 24.5 %
Maximum efficiency 28.0 %
Nominal temperature 28.0 C
Temperature loss 0.5 %/deg C
Performance degredation 2.6 % / year
Minimum temperature 0.5 C
Maximum temperature 85.0 C
Energy density 25.0 W / kg
Solar array mass 150.6685167 kg
Total solar array area 9.965098159 m^2
# of solar arrays 2 #





Detailed information can be 	





temperature tolerances, and areas	

Select solar array material: 6Triple Junction (InGaP/GaAs/Ge)






















































Trade Space Check 
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Changes in User Preferences Can 
be Quickly Understood 
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•  Linked method for progressing from vague user needs to conceptual/
preliminary design very quickly 
•  MANY architectures, several/many designs considered 
•  Understanding the trades allows selection of robust and adaptable 
concepts, consideration of policy, risk.  
